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Real-time fast machine 
learning inference
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Apologies to my ATLAS colleagues, this is the only picture I had handy 
Some latencies and stages are different, but the idea is the same
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GPUs are popular here, particularly for training.  
For inference, FPGAs and ASICs are actively 

being developed in industry (more later)



OUTLINE

Part I: Machine learning in the L1 hardware trigger 

Part II: FPGA (and other hardware) accelerators for compute 
acceleration
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FPGA 
“programmable hardware” 

DSPs (multiply-accumulate, etc.) 
Flip Flops (registers/distributed memory) 

LUTs (logic) 
Block RAMs (memories)

Typical modern FPGA: 

(Kintex ultrascale+)

1.3M FFs 

700k LUTs

5500 DSPs 

2200 BRAMs

O(50-100) optical 
transceivers 

running at  

~O(15) Gbs

FPGA 6
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FPGA: spatial compute

FPGA

Data
Instruction
Instruction
Instruction

Data

Instruction
Instruction
Instruction

CPU: temporal compute

CPU vs. FPGA: Temporal vs. Spatial Computing

CPU

Instruction

High level synthesis (HLS) 
New languages C-level 

programming with specialized 
preprocessor directives which 

synthesizes optimized firmware;  
Drastically reduces development 

times for firmware

Traditionally, FPGAs programmed 
with low-level languages like Verilog 

and VHDL
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high level synthesis for machine learning 
hlsfml 
hls4ml

https://hls-fpga-machine-learning.github.io/hls4ml/

arXiv:1804.06193



(ENERGY) EFFICIENT NEURAL NETWORKS

Parallelization: controlling operations 
to be performed simultaneously 

Compression/Pruning:  
maintain the same performance while 
removing low weight synapses and 
neurons (many schemes) 

Quantization/Approximate math: 
32-bit floating point math is overkill 
20-bit, 18-bit, …? fixed point, integers?  
binarized NNs?
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CHAPTER 3. PRUNING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 20
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Figure 3.1: Pruning the synapses and neurons of a deep neural network.

the connections that have been removed. The phases of pruning and retraining may be repeated
iteratively to further reduce network complexity. In effect, this training process learns the network
connectivity in addition to the weights — this parallels the human brain development [109] [110],
where excess synapses formed in the first few months of life are gradually "pruned", with neurons
losing little-used connections while preserving the functionally important connections.

On the ImageNet dataset, the pruning method reduced the number of parameters of AlexNet
by a factor of 9× (61 to 6.7 million), without incurring accuracy loss. Similar experiments with
VGG-16 found that the total number of parameters can be reduced by 13× (138 to 10.3 million),
again with no loss of accuracy. We also experimented with the more efficient fully-convolutional
neural networks: GoogleNet (Inception-V1), SqueezeNet, and ResNet-50, which have zero or very
thin fully connected layers. From these experiments we find that they share very similar pruning
ratios before the accuracy drops: 70% of the parameters in those fully-convolutional neural networks
can be pruned. GoogleNet is pruned from 7 million to 2 million parameters, SqueezeNet from 1.2
million to 0.38 million, and ResNet-50 from 25.5 million to 7.47 million, all with no loss of Top-1 and
Top-5 accuracy on Imagenet.

In the following sections, we provide solutions on how to prune neural networks and how to
retrain the pruned model to recover prediction accuracy. We also demonstrate the speedup and
energy efficiency improvements of the pruned model when run on commodity hardware.

3.2 Pruning Methodology

Our pruning method employs a three-step process: training connectivity, pruning connections,
and retraining the remaining weights. The last two steps can be done iteratively to obtain better
compression ratios. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Algorithm 1.

For further reading, start here: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.00149v5.pdf

Emergent engineering field, efficient implementation of NN architecture 
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reuse = 4
use 1 multiplier 4 times

reuse = 2
use 2 multipliers 2 times each

reuse = 1
use 4 multipliers 1 time each

Figure 8: Illustration of multiplier resource usage for di�erent values of reuse factor. The left drawing
shows the case of two neuron pairs being connected by 4 connections, implying four multiplications to
be performed. The right drawing shows how to perform these multiplications, from fully serial (top)
to fully parallelized (bottom).

section: compression, quantization, and parallelization. First we discuss the classification performance
of the neural network when implemented in firmware in Sec. 3.1. Then in Sec. 3.2, we quantify the
HLS synthesis in terms of FPGA resource usage and latency. The combination of these two metrics,
classification and firmware performance, define how to optimally implement neural networks into
FPGA hardware for a given application. Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we discuss the implementation for a
specific FPGA and compare the actual resource usage to the estimates from Vivado HLS, which can
be obtained much more quickly.

3.1 Classification performance

In order to quantify the performance of our five-output classifier, we use the AUC metric, or area under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve is given by the background rejec-
tion versus signal e�ciency computed from sequential cuts on the classifier output, where background
rejection is (1 � background e�ciency), as illustrated in Fig. 5. We denote the AUC achieved by a
full 32-bit floating point inference of the neural network as Expected AUC. We evaluate the neural
network with fixed point precision denoted by <X,Y> where Y is the number of bits representing the
signed number above the binary point (i.e. the integer part), and X is the total number of bits. We
perform two scans – one where we fix the number of integer bits and one where we fix the number
fractional bits. The results are illustrated in Fig. 9 where the scan of the integer bits is on the left and
the scan of the fractional bits is on the right.

Optimal performance with no loss of classification power corresponds to AUC/Expected AUC = 1.
Fig. 9 shows that with fixed point calculations and a su�cient number of bits, the Expected AUCs can
be reproduced with negligible loss in performance. The number of integer bits is chosen to be just

– 14 –
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2 Building neural networks with hls4ml

In this section, we give an overview of translating a given neural network model into a FPGA
implementation using HLS. We then detail a specific jet substructure case study, but the same concepts
are applicable for a broad class of problems. We conclude this section by discussing how to create
an e�cient and optimal implementation of a neural network in terms of performance, resource usage,
and latency.

2.1 hls4ml concept

The task of automatically translating a trained neural network, specified by the model’s architecture,
weights, and biases, into HLS code is performed by the hls4ml package. A schematic of a typical
workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1.

- -
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-
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/
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hls4ml

HLS  4  ML

Figure 1: A typical workflow to translate a model into a FPGA implementation using hls4ml.

The part of the workflow illustrated in red indicates the usual software workflow required to
design a neural network for a specific task. This usual machine learning workflow, with tools such as
Keras and PyTorch, involves a training step and possible compression steps (more discussion below
in Sec. 2.3) before settling on a final model. The blue section of the workflow is the task of hls4ml,
which translates a model into an HLS project that can be synthesized and implemented to run on an
FPGA.

At a high level, FPGA algorithm design is unique from programming a CPU in that independent
operations may run fully in parallel, allowing FPGAs to achieve trillions of operations per second at a
relatively low power cost. However, such operations consume dedicated resources onboard the FPGA
and cannot be dynamically remapped while running. The challenge in creating an optimal FPGA
implementation is to balance FPGA resource usage with achieving the latency and throughput goals
of the target algorithm. Key metrics for an FPGA implementation include:

– 4 –

Quantization, Compression, Parallelization made easy with hls4ml!

Results and outlook:  
4000 parameter network inferred in < 100 ns with 30% of FPGA resources!


Muon pT reconstruction with NN reduces rate by 80%

Larger networks and different architectures actively developed (CNN, RNN, Graph)

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18104/session/23/contribution/71
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MOORE’S LAW AND DENNARD SCALING  11

Moore’s Law continues

…but Dennard Scaling fails

Single threaded performance not improving

Circa ~2005: “The Era of Multicore” 
→ Today: Transition to the “Era of Specialization”?  (c.f. Doug Burger)

PROCESSORS 5

PROCESSORS 5



HEP COMPUTING CHALLENGES  12

ALL FACTORS:THE COMPUTING CHALLENGE  11

Current: ~5 minutes per HL-LHC event

Event complexity Total data 
processing time

50x>5x
2027 estimate CPU:  
~ 3.5 Million cores

DETECTORS GETTING MORE COMPLEX!

CMS upgrade to get ready for HL-LHC data-taking: higher 
granularity, timing information etc.  
Example: CMS High Granularity Calorimeter 
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Jan 19, 2018CMS HGCal upgrade Huaqiao Zhang @ HKUST

The HGCal Geometries

11

• HGCal

§ Ecal + Hcal

• Ecal (CE-E)

§ 28 layers Si + W/Pb/Cu

§ 25 X0 & ~1.3l

• Hcal (CE-H)

§ 24 layers Si/Scintillator

+ Stainless Steel

§ ~8.5l

• Total Silicon:

§ 600 m2

• Total scintillator

§ 500 m2

• 6 M Channels
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A SENSE OF SCALE

Challenges:
• Embedded readout electronics at 1mW/channel = 1.5 MW of power
• Timing on a system scale of millions of channels at the level of 50 ps
• In order to maintain good momentum resolution, enormous magnet needed (6T, 12m 

bore: ~60 GJ stored energy)
• Pile-up reaching 1000 events per bunch crossing
• Simply scaling CMS High Granularity Calorimeter would require >5,000 m2 of silicon!

12/9/18 P. Merkel - Generic Detector R&D 20

P.Merkel

Data volume: 50x Environment complexity: 5x 
Detector complexty: 10x

Computing is a major concern for HL-LHC
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Catapult/Brainwave
Specialized co-processor hardware 
for machine learning inference

FPGA

FPGA

FPGA

ASIC

ASIC?



ML BABEL FISH

Large gains from hardware accelerating co-processors 
Industry trending towards specialized computing paradigms
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Option 1

re-write physics algorithms for 
new hardware

Language: OpenCL, OpenMP, HLS, 
…?

Hardware: FPGA, GPU

Option 2

re-cast physics problem as a 
machine learning problem

Language: C++, Python
(TensorFlow, PyTorch,…)

Hardware: FPGA, GPU, ASIC

Why (Deep) Machine Learning?  
a common language for solving problems  

which can universally be expressed on optimized computing hardware 
and follow industry trends 

(simuation, reconstruction, & analysis!)

hls4ml/ Industry 



SONIC

Services for Optimized Network Inference on Coprocessors
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Bump-in-the-wire Architectue

CPU

NIC
40G Ethernet

PCIe Gen 3 PCIe Gen 3

Compute Acceleration
Network Acceleration
Hardware as a ServiceMost viable way to deploy accelerating 

coprocessor hardware as a service 
Not viable: attach GPU/FPGA/ASIC to CPU on every 
node on the computing grid 

Abstracts away the hardware; 

think of each inference as a “web query”
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Network input

Datacenter (CPU farm)

CPU FPGA

Prediction

Experimental 

Software

gRPC protocol Heterogeneous  
Cloud Resource

CURRENTLY ONLY FEW 

ARCHITECTURES AVAILABLE WITH 

BRAINWAVE PREVIEW (RESNET, 

VGG, ETC.)
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Network input

Datacenter (CPU farm)

CPU FPGA

Prediction

Experimental 

Software

gRPC protocol Heterogeneous  
Cloud Resource

CPU comparison: 
Intel i7 3.6 GHz (8 core, TF v1.10)  

180 ms 

Intel i7 3.6 GHz (1 core, TF v1.10) 
500 ms 

Intel i7 3.6 GHz (1 core, TF v1.06)  
1.2 s 

Intel Xeon 2.6 GHz (1 core, TF v1.06)   
1.75 s

FPGA (Brainwave) 
Local (Edge)  

10 ms 

Remote (FNAL to Virginia) 
50 ms

GPU (Local) 
Nvidia GTX 1080 (batch 1) 

10-20 ms 

Nvidia GTX (batch 128) 
few ms

CURRENTLY ONLY FEW 

ARCHITECTURES AVAILABLE WITH 

BRAINWAVE PREVIEW (RESNET, 

VGG, ETC.)

10-100x speedup over CPU!
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TOP VS QCD JET IMAGES  3

Averaged

1000 images

Top QCDTop jets QCD jets

Using public top tagging data, 
able to achieve state-of-the-art 

performance with ResNet50 
architecture



OUTLOOK

Co-processor architecture with machine learning an exciting 
solution to future computing challenges 


SONIC: 

Deploying coprocessors as a cloud (or edge) service is viable and 
non-disruptive solution for modern HEP computing paradigm


First demonstration with Microsoft Brainwave shows impressive 
latency and good performance


Exploring other industry platforms 
hls4ml on AWS using Xilinx VU9P co-processors

Xilinx ML suite/DeePhi on AWS

Google TPUs, Intel Accelerator cards
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18104/session/8/contribution/16/material/0/0.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18104/session/23/contribution/72

